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What will be the next one? 

How	did	those	binaries	form?		

Properties of BBHs： 
Ø  mass； 
Ø  mass ratio； 
Ø  distance； 
Ø  spin of the remnant； 
Ø  initial spins. 
 



Formation of binary black holes 
 
Formation channels (or models): 
 

Ø  evolution of field massive binary stars (dominant?) 

Ø  dynamical origin (in compact stellar systems) (significant? 10%?) 

Ø  galactic nuclei/AGN assisted (?) 

Ø  primordial binary black holes (?) 
 
 

How to distinguish those formation 
channels? Which is the dominant one? 



Host galaxy of GW170817 

hos2ng	in	an	early	type	ellip2cal	galaxy	



Key	Astrophysical	Ques.ons?	
Ø Where are they (BBHs)?  

Ø What are the properties of their host galaxies? Stellar mass, 
metallicity, morphology, etc.? (both BBHs and DNSs) 

Ø How do they distribute in the universe? 
 

To address these questions in the massive binary star evolution scenario: 
  
²  Formation (from massive binary stars or other channels) 
²  Merger timescale 
²  Star formation and assembly history of individual galaxies 
²  Metal enrichment 



Our	Approach	for	BBHs	
  
Ø Galaxy formation and evolution  
     Millennium cosmological simulation + semi-analytical galaxy model 

² Star formation and assembly history (for each individual 
galaxies) 

² Metal enrichment (for each individual galaxies) 
² Spatial information 

Ø Remnant mass vs initial star mass relation+mass ratio distribution 
Ø  Formation of binary black holes in individual galaxies 
Ø Merger of binary black holes (GW sources)  

²  Reference model: td>50 Myr; 
²  Early formation model: z>6; 
²  Large time delay: td>2 Gyr; 
²  Prompt model: P(td) ~δ(td). 

Guo et al. 2011; 
and others 



P(td) = 1/td, td>50Myr 
 

 

Merger Rates of BBHs 



Host	galaxies	of	BBHs:	mass	distribu.on	

Formation time: 
•  most in small galaxies with mass 107-1010M! 

      if formed at z>6 metal poor gals 
•  Peaks at ~ 1-3×1010M! for other cases 

Merger time: 
•  most in big galaxies with mass >1010-1011M! 

      if formed at z>6 metal poor gals 
•  Peaks at ~ 2-4×1010M! for other cases 

Early	forma2on	model	

Reference	model	



Host	galaxies	of	BBHs:	ellip.cals	or	spirals	

Ø  Formed	at	z>6	in	metal	poor	galaxies:	~50%	in	ellip.cals	and	~50%	in	spirals	
	

Ø  Minimum	merger	delay	.me	50	Myr:		~13%	in	ellip.cals	and	others	in	spirals	
	

Ø  Prompt	mergers:						only	~5%	in	ellip.cals		
	

Reference	model	

Early	forma.on	model	



Host	galaxies	of	BBHs	with	different	masses	

Ø  Heavy BBHs: ≥50M!:	
²  ~8×1010M! if formed at z>6;	
²  Bimodal,	peaks	109M!,1011M!"

  if broad distribution of td; 
²  ~3×108M! if prompt mergers.	

	

Ø  Light BBHs: 10-30M!"
²  ~8×1010M! if formed at z>6;	
²  peaks	2-4×1010M!"

  if broad distribution of td; 
²  ~3×1010M! if prompt mergers.	

	

Ø  Intermediate	mass	BBHs:	
²  ~8×1010M! if formed at z>6;	
²  Peaks	1-2×1010M!"

  if a broad distribution of td; 
²  ~1010M! if prompt mergers.	

Reference	model	

Early	forma.on	model	



Host	galaxies:	metallicity	distribu.on	
Metallicity	distribu.ons	of	host		
galaxies	at	the	BBH	forma.on	.me	
and	the	merger	.me	for	mock	
samples	of	BBH	mergers	

Forma.on	.me	

Merger	.me	

Less	metal	poor	
hosts	at	the	merger	
.me		

More	metal	poor	hosts		
at	the	BBH	forma.on	
.me		

z=0.3	

Blue:	Reference	model	
Red:	Early	forma.on	model	



Our	Approach	for	DNS	forma.on	 
Ø Galaxy formation and evolution  
     Millennium cosmological simulation + semi-analytical galaxy model 

²  Star formation and assembly history (for each individual galaxies) 
²  Metal enrichment (for each individual galaxies) 
²  Spatial information 

Ø Evolution of massive binary stars: 
²  Initial conditions: mass ratio, semi-major axis, eccentricity, IMF 
²  Common envelope evolution: 

o  α-mechanism (orbital energy to expel giant envelope) 
o  γ-mechanism (angular momentum banlance) 

²  Remnant mass (e.g., Spera et al. 2015, Fryer et al. 2012) 
²  kick velocity 
²  DNS parent samples 

 

Ø  Formation of DNSs in individual galaxies 
     randomly select DNSs from parent samples to paste onto the evolution 
      tracks of mock galaxies at any given redshift 
Ø Mergers of DNSs (GW sources)  
 

SAM; 
Illustris simulation 
EAGLE simulation 



DNSs in MW-like galaxies 



Merger Rates 

alpha-mechanism	

gamma-mechanism	

Local	merger	rate:	
~10-300	Gpc-3	yr-1	

GW170817:	
1540+3200-1220Gpc-3	yr-1	
		
	



Host galaxy properties: mass distribution 



Host galaxy properties: morphology 
SAM	model	 Illustris	simula.on	

Host galaxies resulting from the γ-mechanism 
The fraction of GW DNSs in elliptical galaxies (NGC4993-like) is about:  
20% (9%), 20%(8%), 7%(3%), or 11%(4%) (SAM model);   31%(6%), 23% 
(5%), 8%(3%), or 10%(3%). 
  

NGC4993/GW170817 



Host galaxy properties: morphology 

Host galaxies resulting from the α-mechanism 
The fraction of GW DNSs in elliptical galaxies is about a few percent or less.  
  

SAM	model	 Illustris	simula.on	

NGC4993/GW170817 



Host galaxies: metallicity 



Summary	
 
Ø The host properties of BBH and DNS GW sources can be used to 

distinguish and constrain their astrophysical origin. 

Ø  It is difficult to generate a local DNS merger rate that is consistent 
with the constraint from GW170817 without assuming low kicks. 

Ø The fraction of the DNS mergers in elliptical galaxies is about  a 
few to thirty percent, which may be compatible with the fact that 
GW170817 hosts in an elliptical galaxy (NGC4993). 

Ø …... 
 

 



 
  

Thank you for your attention! 

 


